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PENSIONS	
		
Illinois	Pensions	-	Tier	3?	
http://local1211.org/legislative-committee/	
		
Attached	is	a	break	down	of	IL	pensions	comparing	benefits	for	Tier	I	and	Tier	2	
members.		Tier	II	teachers	have	later	retirement	dates,	longer	vesting	requirements,	
salary	caps	for	pensions	lower	than	the	Social	Security	wage	base,	and	lower	cost	of	
living	increases	after	retirement	that	are	not	compounded.		
		
On	July	6,	2017,	the	IL	General	Assembly	created	an	optional	new	Tier	III	benefit	
structure.		Changes	are	designed	to	be	cost-saving	measures.		Local	school	districts,	
rather	than	state,	will	bear	the	primary	burden	of	making	“employer	
contributions.”		The	new	law	gives	current	Tier	II	members	and	future	Tier	II	
members	the	option	of	joining	a	new	“Tier	III”	retirement	plan.	After	Tier	III	is	
implemented,	new	members	will	automatically	become	a	part	of	Tier	III	unless	they	
opt	into	Tier	II.	
		
	
New	Teacher	Pension	Payments	Passed	to	Districts	
http://local1211.org/new-teacher-pension-payments-passed-districts/	
		
School	districts	will	now	have	to	pay	pensions	of	new	teachers.	Rauner's	
amendatory	veto	cut	the	part	of	SB	1	that	would've	recognized	those	pension	
payments	as	part	of	a	school's	cost	of	doing	business.	
		
Under	the	new	formula,	known	as	the	“adequacy	target.”	It’s	calculated	for	each	
school	district	based	on	student	demographics	and	other	needs.	The	amount	of	new	
state	dollars	each	district	receives	would	be	based	on	how	capable	it	is	of	meeting	
its	adequacy	target.	Shifting	pension	costs	to	districts,	and	then	not	counting	those	
costs	in	their	adequacy	targets,	would	impact	the	amount	of	state	aid	a	district	gets.	
		
	
State	cuts	funding	for	teacher	pensions	
http://local1211.org/state-cuts-funding-teacher-pensions/	
		
The	head	of	the	state	pension	system	for	teachers	warns	that	a	$531	million	
reduction	in	expected	state	contributions	to	the	pension	plan	this	year	will	cost	
taxpayers	$1.6	billion	in	the	future.	
		
The	study	by	the	Pew	Charitable	Trust	found	that	the	average	pension	fund	that	
reported	fees	paid	.34	percent	of	its	portfolio	in	fees;	TRS	gave	.54	percent	of	its	
portfolio	to	external	money	managers,	according	to	the	study,	half	what	the	Illinois	
Board	of	Investment	paid.	
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What	is	the	Retirement	Systems'	Reciprocal	Act?	
http://local1211.org/retirement-systems-reciprocal-act/		
	
Thirteen	Illinois	public	pension	systems,	including	IMRF	for	teachers	who	first	
served	as	teacher	aides,	are	covered	under	the	reciprocal	act.	When	you	choose	to	
retire	with	a	reciprocal	pension,	each	system	calculates	benefits	based	on	your	
highest	final	average	salary	(FAS)	and	pays	a	proportion	of	your	pension.		Service	
credit	will	be	calculated	together	at	the	time	of	retirement.	
		
	
TRS	Follows	New	Law	and	Lowers	the	State's	FY2018	Contribution	By	$531M	
https://www.trsil.org/news-and-events/August_2017_Board_Meeting	
		
“The	changes	enacted	this	year	in	the	pension	funding	formula	move	TRS	further	
away	from	financial	stability	and	continue	to	kick	the	can	down	the	road.	Period,”	
said	Dick	Ingram,	executive	director	of	TRS.	“Cutting	the	state’s	contribution	only	
increases	our	concern	that	TRS	will	eventually	become	insolvent.”	
		
Ingram	added	that	the	System’s	$71	billion	unfunded	liability	is	a	direct	result	of	
decades	of	underfunding	by	state	government.	
		
	
80%	of	state	teacher	pension	payments	going	towards	unfunded	liability	
http://local1211.org/80-state-teacher-pension-payments-going-towards-
unfunded-liability/	
		
SEE	VIDEO:		http://foxillinois.com/news/local/80-of-state-teacher-pension-
payments-going-towards-unfunded-liability	
		
Seven	billion	dollars	of	the	state's	budget	goes	towards	pensions	for	the	fiscal	year	
2017;	Four	million	of	that	is	for	the	Teachers	Retirement	System	(TRS).	However,	
80%	of	that	funding	goes	towards	unfunded	liabilities,	while	only	20%	actually	goes	
towards	pension	payments	accumulated	throughout	the	year.	
		
	
Illinois	Lawmakers	Stampede	for	the	Exit	
http://local1211.org/illinois-lawmakers-stampede-exit/	
		
Thirty	state	lawmakers	in	the	100th	General	Assembly	will	not	be	holding	their	
seats	in	the	101st	General	Assembly.	And	that's	not	even	counting	those	who	might	
be	ousted	at	the	ballot	box	next	year.	
		
What's	driving	it?		Some	have	pointed	to	pensions.	
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Illinois	communities	look	to	local	tax,	fee	increases	to	balance	new	budgets	
https://springfielddaily.com/politics/illinois-govt/illinois-communities-look-local-
tax-fee-increases-balance-new-budgets/	
		
Cities	and	counties	across	the	state	of	Illinois	are	looking	at	tax	or	fee	increases	to	
balance	their	next	budgets.	But	one	tax	watchdog	group	says	local	leaders	are	
forgetting	one	important	thing:	spending.			
		
Almost	all	of	the	local	governments	across	Illinois	that	are	looking	to	raise	taxes	or	
fees	in	the	next	budgets	say	it's	because	of	pension	costs	or	that	the	state	of	Illinois	
is	keeping	some	local	tax	dollars.	
		
But	Andrew	Nelms,	the	state	director	of	Americans	for	Prosperity	in	Illinois,	said	
local	governments	should	be	looking	at	reducing	spending.		
		
	
River	Forest	District	90	will	pay	100%	of	teacher	pension	contributions	-	were	
teachers	duped?	
http://local1211.org/legislative-update-2/	
		
Although	the	agreement	described	below	might	sound	like	a	welcome	relief	to	
teachers,	a	local	property	tax	freeze	(pg.	9)	and	municipal	bankruptcy	(pg.	12)	may	
allow	local	municipalities	to	declare	bankruptcy	
(https://www.illinois.gov/gov/Documents/CompiledPacket.pdf).			
		
	
Report:	Illinois	teacher	pension	structure	exacerbates	gap	between	rich,	poor	
schools	
http://local1211.org/report-illinois-teacher-pension-structure-exacerbates-gap-
rich-poor-schools/		
	
The	state	pays	the	majority	of	teachers’	pensions,	which	are	tied	to	a	teacher’s	
salary.	The	more	the	teacher	earns,	the	more	the	state’s	share	of	his	or	her	pension.	
According	to	the	nonpartisan	Bellwether	Education	Partners	report,	when	pay	and	
benefits	are	factored	in,	the	gap	between	per-student	funding	in	rich	and	poor	
schools	widens.	
		
The	state	contributes	10.1%	of	teachers’	salary	into	their	pensions,	while	an	
employee	is	responsible	for	9%	and	districts	chip	in	0.58%.	
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STATE	BUDGET	
	
Illinois	faces	a	$15	billion	backlog	in	unpaid	bills	
http://local1211.org/illinois-faces-15-billion-backlog-unpaid-bills/		
	
Gov.	Bruce	Rauner	announced	that	he's	decided	to	"exercise	borrowing	authority	to	
issue	$6B	in	bonds	to	pay	down	a	portion	of	the	state's	bill	backlog."	
		
Illinois	faces	a	$15B	backlog	in	unpaid	bills,	a	substantial	portion	of	which	include	a	
late-payment	fee	of	12%	per	year	(1%	per	month).	One	news	account	estimated	that	
more	than	$5B	of	the	total	debt	carries	a	12%	annual	interest	rate.	
		
Democrats	are	talking	about	raising	taxes,	by	passing	a	constitutional	amendment	
that	replaces	the	current	flat	4.95%	state	income	tax	rate	with	a	progressive	income	
tax.		Assuming	the	issue	is	put	to	a	vote,	it	won't	be	until	2020	at	the	earliest.	
		
	
PRIVATIZATION	
		
Rauner's	Privatization	Scheme	Goes	Bad	
http://local1211.org/rauners-privatization-scheme-goes-bad/		
	
Gov.	Bruce	Rauner	rushed	to	privatize	state	employee	and	retiree	benefits	
administration,	outsourcing	the	work	from	Springfield	to	a	call	center	in	Georgia—
part	of	a	$94	million	contract	with	a	foreign	corporation	called	Morneau	Shepell.	
The	Associated	Press	reported	that	the	state’s	high-priced	portal	is	pretty	much	a	
mess.	
		
		
THREATS	TO	ORGANIZED	LABOR	
		
Janus	v.	AFSCME:	The	Facts	
http://local1211.org/janus-v-afscme-facts/	
		
The	U.S.	Supreme	Court	announced	that	it	would	decide	Janus	v.	AFSCME	Council	
31.		This	lawsuit	aims	to	take	away	the	freedom	of	working	people	to	join	together	
in	strong	unions	to	speak	up	for	themselves	and	their	communities.		By	joining	
together	in	strong	unions,	working	people	have	the	voice	we	need	to	level	the	
economic	and	political	playing	field.	
	
This	case	started	in	Illinois	when	billionaire	Illinois	Republican	Gov.	Bruce	Rauner	
attacked	public	service	workers	through	the	courts	to	try	to	weaken	the	union	by	
banning	Fair	Share	fees	in	state	government.	When	the	federal	court	said	Rauner	
didn’t	have	standing	to	bring	such	a	suit,	he	found	a	lone	state	employee—Mark	
Janus—to	allow	the	legal	challenge	to	proceed.	
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Since	1977,	a	unanimous	U.S.	Supreme	Court	ruling	(Abood)	has	effectively	
governed	public	sector	labor	relations,	allowing	employers	and	employees	the	
freedom	to	determine	labor	policies	that	best	serve	all	concerned.	
	
Janus	v.	AFSCME:	The	Facts	answers:	
What	is	this	case	really	about?	
Who	is	behind	this	case?	
What	are	Fair	Share	fees?		
Is	anyone	ever	forced	to	join	a	union	or	pay	dues	or	fees	that	go	to	political	
candidates?	
What	is	the	real	impact	of	the	Janus	case?	
		
	
CIVIC	PARTICIPATION	
	
How	to	Contact,	and	Research,	Your	Elected	Officials	
http://local1211.org/contact-research-elected-officials/	
	
Millions	of	Americans	are	rising	up	across	the	country	to	protect	our	democratic	
values.	By	using	a	variety	of	available	tools,	and	by	teaching	others	how	to	use	them,	
you	can	join	the	ranks	of	those	who	are	committed	to	a	democracy	that	works	for	all	
of	us.	
		
	
Do	You	Have	Students	Seeking	Community	Service	and	Internship	
Opportunities?	
http://local1211.org/students-seeking-community-service-internship-
opportunities/		
	
Two	great	opportunities	for	students	offered	through	Citizen	Advocacy	Center	in	
Elmhurst	include	volunteer	opportunities	and	a	summer	internship	program.	
		
		
TEACHING	PROFESSION	
		
Khan	Academy,	Google	apps,	Moodle	-	Data	Mining	
http://local1211.org/data-mining-children/		
	
Khan	Academy	allows	third	parties,	such	as	YouTube	and	Google,	to	place	text	files	
known	as	“cookies”	on	students’	computers	to	collect	and	store	information	about	
their	Web	usage.	Khan	Academy	also	states	that	it	may	share	personal	information	
with	app	developers	and	other	external	partners,	with	students’	consent.	
		
• Khan	Academy	offers	video	lectures	that	promote	rote	learning.	
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• Low-quality	videos		-	teaching	that	presents	mathematics	as	a	meaningless	series	
of	steps.	

• Errors	in	videos	such	as	incorrect	terminology	
		
	
States	Making	Progress	on	Data	Privacy	But	Need	to	Address	Educator	Access	
http://local1211.org/states-making-progress-data-privacy-need-address-educator-
access/		
	
In	its	2017	“Education	Data	Legislation	Review,”	issued	Wednesday,	the	Data	
Quality	Campaign	(DQC),	an	education	nonprofit,	reported	that	26	states	passed	53	
new	laws	focused	on	student	data	during	the	2017	legislative	session	—	with	most	
legislative	activity	focusing	on	privacy	concerns.		
	
According	to	DQC,	93	privacy	bills	were	introduced	this	year.		Five	of	the	bills	
became	law,	one	in	Illinois	banning	service	providers	from	selling	student	data	or	
using	it	to	conduct	targeted	advertising.		
		
	
America’s	College	Promise:	An	$80B	Implementation	Price	Tag	
http://local1211.org/americas-college-promise-80b-implementation-price-tag/	
		
COLLEGE	PROMISE	PLAYBOOK	
(Implementation):		https://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/college-
promise-playbook.pdf	
		
The	most	looming	question	is,	"where	is	the	money	going	to	come	from?"		America's	
College	Program	bumps	up	three-fourths	of	the	implementation	cost	to	the	federal	
level.		
		
The	American's	College	Promise	will	cost	the	federal	government	about	$60B	over	
10	years,	and	the	state	will	still	have	to	pay	about	$20B.		The	national	debt	was	
$18.3	trillion	in	2015,	and	IL	is	facing	a	financial	catastrophe	due	to	the	
implementation	of	the	Edgar	Ramp	and	the	consistent	practice	of	underfunding.	
		
	
Senate	Bill	100	/	Restorative	Justice	
http://local1211.org/senate-bill-100-restorative-justice/	
		
SB	100	dramatically	alters	the	ability	of	districts	to	use	disciplinary	exclusion	
(suspension	and	expulsion),	especially	in	response	to	relatively	minor	behavior	
problems.	It	also	requires	positive	intervention	before	and	in	conjunction	with	any	
disciplinary	exclusion,	placing	a	priority	on	helping	students,	rather	than	just	
excluding	them.	SB	100	mandates	that	educators,	school	administrators,	staff	and	
school	board	members	receive	professional	development	training	on	culturally	
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responsive	and	developmentally	appropriate	disciplinary	action	and	effective	
classroom	management	strategies.	
		
	
Evidence-Based	Funding	(EBF)	
http://local1211.org/evidence-%E2%80%8Bbased-funding-ebf/	
		
The	distribution	of	Evidence-Based	Funding	(EBF)	to	Illinois	public	schools	is	
determined	by	a	statutorily	defined	formula	in	105	ILCS	5/18-8.15.		ISBE	will	be	
working	with	districts	to	complete	the	data	verification	process	and	finalized	
results.	
		
	
PERA	(Performance	Evaluation	Review	Act)	
http://local1211.org/pera-performance-evaluation-review-act/		
	
Illinois	Association	of	School	Boards	(IASB)	has	prepared	a	document	that	explains	
PERA	(Performance	Evaluation	Review	Act).		This	document	addresses	the	Act's	
definition	and	purpose,	deadlines	and	procedures,	its	effects	on	tenure,	RIFs,	and	
dismissals,	and	other	commonly	asked	questions	regarding	education	reform	
measures	affecting	the	terms	and	conditions	of	teacher	and	principal	employment.	
		
UPDATED	Approved	ESSA	State	Plan	(Approved	by	ED	on	8/30/2017)	
http://d214ea.org/ea/node/565	
		
ISBE	submitted	the	ESSA	State	Plan	for	Illinois	to	the	U.S.	Department	of	Education	
(ED)	on	April	1,	2017.			On	April	10,	2017,	ED	identified	a	section	of	the	plan	that	it	
considered	incomplete.			This	section	included	measurements	of	interim	progress	
for	academic	attainment,	graduation	rate,	and	English	Learner	proficiency.			
		
In	the	plan	submitted	on	April	1,	2017,	ISBE	stated	that	it	intends	to	develop	
measurements	of	interim	progress	based	on	three-year	baseline	data	and	that	this	
data	is	currently	unavailable	due	to	not	having	three	years	of	data	from	which	to	
determine	a	baseline.	
		
	
Class	size	is	NOT	a	Guideline	-	It’s	Illinois	State	Law	
http://local1211.org/class-size-guideline-illinois-state-law/		
	
When	a	student's	IEP	calls	for	services	in	a	general	education	classroom,	the	student	
must	be	served	in	a	class	composed	of	students	of	whom	at	least	70%	are	without	
IEPs	(70/30	Rule)	
	
Classes	in	which	all	the	students	receive	special	education	services	for	20%	of	the	
school	day	or	less	shall	have	at	least	1	qualified	teacher	for	each	15	students.	The	
district	may	increase	class	size	by	a	maximum	of	2	students	when	a	
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paraprofessional	educator	is	provided.	
	
Each	class	in	which	any	student	receives	special	education	services	for	more	than	
20%	of	the	school	day	but	no	more	than	60%	shall	have	at	least	1	qualified	
teacher	for	each	10	students.	The	district	may	increase	the	class	size	by	a	maximum	
of	5	students	when	a	paraprofessional	educator	is	provided.	
	
Each	class	in	which	any	student	receives	special	education	services	for	more	than	
60%	of	the	school	day	shall	have	at	least	1	qualified	teacher	for	each	8	students.		The	
district	may	increase	class	size	by	a	maximum	of	5	students	when	
a	paraprofessional	educator	is	provided.	
	
	
Guide	to	Illinois	Statutes	Affecting	Schools	
http://local1211.org/guide-illinois-statutes-affecting-schools/	
		
The	Guide	to	Illinois	Statutes	Affecting	Schools	serves	as	a	handy	reference	to	those	
Illinois	statutes	that	are	not	in	The	School	Code	but	are	occasionally	involved	in	the	
resolution	of	issues	faced	by	school	districts.	
		
	
New	School	Laws	2017	
http://local1211.org/new-school-laws-2017/		
	
The	synopsis	is	designed	to	call	attention	to	statutory	changes	and	additions	that	
may	merit	further	research.		Also	included	in	this	publication,	where	applicable,	is	
the	IASB	Policy	Reference	Educational	Subscription	Service	(PRESS)	information	
regarding	new	legislation.	
		
Act	summaries	are	organized	under	subject	matter	categories,	and	categories	are	
arranged	alphabetically	as	shown	in	the	Table	of	Contents.	In	addition,	three	indexes	
are	provided.		These	may	be	used	to	identify	an	act	by	title,	bill	number,	or	by	the	
public	act	number.	
		
	
IBM	Calls	for	Continued	Computer	Science	Education	Legislation	
http://local1211.org/ibm-calls-continued-computer-science-education-legislation/	
		
After	President	Donald	Trump	signed	a	computer	science	education	memorandum	
on	Sept.	25,	IBM	called	for	Congress	to	continue	the	push	for	better	STEM	education	
by	renewing	a	bill	to	increase	technical	education	standards.		This	act	by	Congress	
would	coincide	with	the	White	House’s	focus	on	improving	STEM	education.	
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Wealth	Inequality	in	America	
http://local1211.org/wealth-inequality-america/	
		
VIEW	VIDEO:	https://youtu.be/dttG9aIa9RQ	
		
In	2009,	the	entire	wealth	of	the	Unites	States	was	approximately	$54T.	One	percent	
of	America	has	40%	of	all	the	nation’s	wealth.	The	bottom	80%,	or	8	out	of	every	10	
people,	only	have	7%	of	the	country’s	wealth	between	them.	This	has	only	gotten	
worse	in	the	last	20	to	30	years.	
		
	
'Teach	Us	All'	Documentary	Looks	at	Racial	Inequities	in	Schools	
http://local1211.org/teach-us-documentary-looks-racial-inequities-schools/		
	
VIEW:		http://www.teachusallfilm.org	
		
A	documentary	made	available	on	Netflix	beginning	this	week	examines	racial	
inequality	in	schools	60	years	after	nine	black	students	integrated	Central	High	
School	in	Little	Rock,	Ark.	
		
	
Lawmakers	demand	free	feminine	hygiene	products	in	school	bathrooms	
http://www.bnd.com/opinion/editorials/article174190991.html		
	
The	State	of	Illinois	has	mandated	free	feminine	hygiene	supplies	be	placed	in	girls	
restrooms	used	by	grades	6	through	12.	
		
There	may	be	untold	good	that	comes	out	of	this	latest	act	of	legislative	largesse.	But	
it	is	the	untold	costs	that	are	the	concern.	
	
	
	


